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Exchange Server often faces the issue of database corruption. It results a hindrance to the email
dependent operations. Corruption of the Exchange database means a big loss to the company or
business.  The most reliable way to recover the Exchange database contents and save the data in
the fresh new PAT format. EBD To PST Migration software extracts the complete mailbox
information from the Exchange database (EDB) files to (PST) file. The migration tool exports
Exchange emails with entire  email fields including Inbox, Outbox, Sent Items, contacts, drafts,
tasks, attachments to Outlook PST file.

The inaccessible database files are smoothly repaired by the immaculate EDB to PST Converter
and flawlessly regains all the database files in the healthy Outlook file and make is accessible. The
Data Exchange repair tool repairs the Exchange Server PST files very fast and recovers the
mailboxes existing with attachments, contacts, folders, drafts, appointments, sent emails, folders
and sub folders. Export  Exchange EBD to PST software creates fresh EDB mailboxes for a
particular exchange user mailbox, maintaining the same folder structure as in the Exchange Server.

The users are advised to survey the conversion product reviews and go for the Free migration
process. The process reveals  the smooth execution, but the file saving option is restricted in the
demo version. To avail that the user has to buy the full licensed version of the software.

Benefits of the EDB to PST Converter

1	Repairs the Exchange mailboxes and recovers the complete mailbox item to healthy PST file

2	Repair of the EDB files and thorough scanning process followed

3	Restores the mailboxes very quickly

4	100% safe, secure, reliable recovery tool

5	Converts multiple user mailboxes at the same time

6	Salvages  EDB database files from self created folders by users or systems

7	No technical proficiency required

8	Freeware download version available online

Recover Data for EDB to PST is a very result oriented software which proves its excellent functions
when the EDB database files are

inaccessible due to the following disastrous circumstances such as:

1	Virus infection

2	JET Engine errors

3	Exchange Server failure
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4	Wrong deletion of mailboxes

5	Power surge

6	Accidental Shutdown

7	.Edb log gets deleted

8       Other reasons of Exchange Server corruption

Software Working Procedure:

1.	You need to select the deleted /damaged data from the EDB file or STM file

2.	Software automatically  locates the file if the EDB and STM file are at the same location

3.	EDB to PST conversion process starts

4.	Preview of the recovered items is allowed before file saving

5.	Save the recovered items to the desired location

If the process is stopped in between remaining mailbox items will not be saved.

If EDB mailboxes get corrupt Don't Panic! Recover Data is here to convert EDB files to a fresh PST
file

This to Outlook Software supports Microsoft Exchange Server Database File (*.EDB) file, Microsoft
Outlook (*.PST) file. The hardware requirements for this software is At least 5MB of Disk Space,
Minimum 64 MB of Space. It runs on Windows 95, 98, ME, NT, 2000, XP, 2003, Vista & Windows 7
Operating System.
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AlanWilson - About Author:
Recover Data is a leading brand name in the data recovery and conversion products. Round the
clock technical assistance available for meeting the user queries. Recover Data aims at consumer
satisfaction with better and innovative products like a Export Exchange EDB to PST
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